People’s Trust for Endangered Species (PTES) have a lot of experience in dormouse box manufacture and distribution. Since 2010, we have worked with the Ministry of Justice and produced over 19,000 dormouse boxes, to support National Dormouse Monitoring Programme (NDMP) sites.

Now we are able to offer the PTES Premium Dormouse Nest Box

**The box cost is £12.50 inclusive. There is a minimum order of 15 boxes**

Premium boxes are available to order in packs of 15 and 20.

Delivery cost: £12.50 per pack of 20
£10.00 per pack of 15

Delivery costs are estimated and may be subject to change

By purchasing PTES Premium Dormouse Nest Boxes, you will be supporting the National Dormouse Monitoring Programme and UK Dormouse Conservation
The PTES Premium Dormouse Nest Box:

- **Handmade premium dormouse nest box**
  Made in a small workshop to a high standard

- **A sliding lid design**
  Considered the best option for monitoring dormice in boxes

- **Manufactured from 16 mm larch timber**
  All timber sourced from FSC forests in the UK

- **Joints glued and pinned**
  Glue is high strength and waterproof

- **Substantial box battens**
  Upgraded to 25 mm x 25 mm timber for increased strength and a longer life

- **Twin screws**
  2 screws to secure lid wire which enables a figure of 8 pattern for stronger hold

- **28 mm access hole**
  Angled at 30° outwards to reduce water ingress

- **Upgraded lids**
  Larger than standard box for greater protection with more substantial back piece and 2 mm thick fixing wire

- **Product supplied with hanging strap**
  1 metre length of 6 mm thick bungee per box for hanging is included

To place an order, or to discuss your requirements, please contact lan.white@ptes.org

Please note that we only hold a small stock of this item, for large quantities please contact us in advance.